Gran Gelato Ice Cream Maker
Now you can make delicious and healthy sorbets, ice creams
and frozen yogurts in the convenience of your home or office
kitchen. The beautiful and efficient Espressione Gran Gelato
Metal Ice Cream Maker is both compact and stylish with unique
features to make the process simple and effective. The autorefrigerante feature allows you to prepare home-made ice
creams with perfect consistency in record time. Has a built in
compressor with ozone safe R134A refrigerant. Thanks to this
compressor, which can reach temperatures up to - 35 degrees,
you can prepare different tastes in sequence. Comes with
everything to make the process easy, enjoyable and successful,
equipped with a removable basket for convenience, measuring
cup and spoon to scoop ice cream. The digital LCD display
indicates the temperature and the time remaining. Efficient and
powerful operation in a beautiful design – metallic silver color.

Model #693

Machine features













Easily makes ice creams, sorbets, and frozen yogurt in minutes
Efficient and powerful design operating at 135 watt
Large 1 liter capacity makes enough for the whole family
Versatile compressor cooling system with ozone safe R134A refrigerant
Digital LCD display and control buttons make operation easy,
Easy to use
provides temperature information and time remaining
Features opening in lid that allows you to add extra
ingredients without removing lid and stopping the process
Comes with a removable basket for easy cleaning
Measuring container and ice cream scoop are included
Easily disassembles ensuring good cleaning and easy storage
Beautiful design - metal top housing with silver finish
Unit dimensions and weight: 10.6” x 15” x 11.8” 24 lbs

Model Information







Digital Timer

Quickly and easily make ice cream, gelatos, sorbets and frozen yogurt

Model # 693
120 Volt, 135 watt
UPC# 786818-210137
Gift box weight 26 lbs
1 unit per master box
Master box weight 28 lbs
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